Consumer versus resource control of species diversity and ecosystem functioning
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A key question in ecology is which factors control species diversity in a community4–8. Two largely separate groups of ecologists have emphasized the importance of productivity or resource supply, and consumers or physical disturbance, respectively. These variables show unimodal relationships with diversity when manipulated in isolation4–8. Recent multivariate models9–10, however, predict that these factors interact, such that the disturbance–diversity relationship depends on productivity, and vice versa. We tested these models in marine food webs, using field manipulations of nutrient resources and consumer pressure on rocky shores of contrasting productivity. Here we show that the effects of consumers and nutrients on diversity consistently depend on each other, and that the direction of their effects and peak diversity shift between sites of low and high productivity. Factorial meta-analysis of published experiments confirms these results across widely varying aquatic communities. Furthermore, our experiments demonstrate that these patterns extend to important ecosystem functions such as carbon storage and nitrogen retention. This suggests that human impacts on nutrient supply11 and food-web structure12,13 have strong and interdependent effects on species diversity and ecosystem functioning, and must therefore be managed together.

The most striking feature of life on Earth is its diversity. Consequently, the most fundamental question in ecology is which factors maintain diversity in ecological communities2. Here, we analyse the combined impacts of consumers and nutrient resources on plant diversity. The supply of limiting resources, such as nutrients, controls primary productivity; that is, the rate of production of organic matter. On local scales, productivity and diversity are often unimodally related (Fig. 1a), such that peak diversity is observed at intermediate productivity4. Declining diversity at higher levels of productivity is thought to be due to competitive exclusion. Exclusion can be prevented by periodic mortality events, caused by consumers or physical disturbance4,6,7. These factors also show unimodal relationships with diversity (Fig. 1b). Because the effects of productivity, disturbance and consumption on diversity have been analysed separately, their interactions in nature have remained elusive. In an attempt to unify these patterns theoretically, one study explored how traditional Lotka–Volterra competition models respond to increases in productivity and disturbance frequency9. The study predicted that the effects of disturbance on diversity depend strongly on productivity, and vice versa (for details see Fig. 1c). Physical disturbance and consumer pressure were predicted to give similar patterns5. These ideas have been mathematically elaborated10, using a spatial competition model11, in which the environment consists of a large number of discrete patches, each of which can be empty or occupied by one out of n species. The model assumes a linear competitive hierarchy where species i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) would always exclude species j if i < j. Multi-species coexistence in this model depends on a trade-off between competitive ability and patch colonization rate ci or extinction rate mi (ref. 14). Productivity is assumed to enhance colonization rates of all species by a constant R and disturbance increases extinction rates of all species by a constant D (ref. 10). The dynamics of the proportion pi of patches occupied by species i is represented as

$$
\frac{dp_i}{dt} = c_i R pi \left(1 - \sum_{k=1}^{i} p_k\right) - (m_i + D) p_i - \sum_{k=1}^{i-1} c_k R p_k p_i
$$

where the first term represents colonization, the second local extinction and the third competitive exclusion10. Notably, predictions from this model are almost identical to those of earlier simulations9,10. Thus, general patterns emerged (Fig. 1c), despite the differences in model structure (spatial compared with non-spatial), assumptions (equilibrium versus non-equilibrium) and complexity.

We tested these models in a food-web context by experimentally manipulating consumer pressure (absent, present) and nutrient supply (no, low, medium, high nutrient enrichment; see Methods).

Figure 1: Consumer versus resource control of species diversity. a, b, Univariate models predict two independent relationships, where diversity peaks at intermediate resource supply or productivity (a), and at intermediate consumer pressure or physical disturbance (b), respectively4,5,7. c, Multivariate models9,10 predict that the effects of consumers on diversity depend on resource supply and productivity; peak diversity shifts from low to intermediate to high productivity depending on whether consumer pressure is low (dotted line), intermediate (dashed line) or high (solid line). Consumers decrease diversity at low productivity (thin arrow) but increase diversity at high productivity (thick arrow).
in two wave-sheltered rocky shore communities. At sheltered sites productivity is tightly linked to nutrient supply\(^1\) and consumers are the chief source of mortality\(^7\). This is in contrast to wave-exposed shores where physical disturbance is more important\(^7\). We chose the two sites to test for consumer–nutrient interactions under contrasting conditions of background nutrient supply and productivity (see insert in Fig. 2). Our rationale was that to cover the full range of nutrient supply and productivity in nature we needed to combine small-scale experimental and large-scale environmental gradients. Bald Rock, Scotian shelf, northwest Atlantic, showed low nutrient supply and productivity ranged at the lower end of reported values for rocky shores\(^1\), whereas Maasholm, Baltic Sea, had very high nutrient supply and productivity was comparable to maximum values in coral reefs\(^8\).

Macroalgae were the main space colonizers in both experiments. Nutrient enrichment enhanced algal productivity, as indicated by significant increases in algal cover (Fig. 2a and Table 1). Increases in cover in nutrient-enriched plots tended to be less pronounced when

**Figure 2** Factorial field experiments. Effects of consumers and nutrient enrichment on total cover (a), species diversity (b, Shannon Index (\(H^\alpha\))), carbon storage (c), and nitrogen retention (d). Open bars, Bald Rock; filled bars, Maasholm. Differences in yearly average nitrate concentrations and net primary productivity (NPP) between these sites are shown in the inserts above. All bars represent means ± 1 standard error (n = 4, except nitrate (n = 10) and NPP (n = 8)).

**Figure 3** Factorial meta-analysis of published field experiments. Effects of nutrient enrichment on species diversity without (a) or with (d) consumers. Effects of consumers on species diversity without (c) or with (f) nutrient enrichment. Mean effects of nutrient enrichment (e), consumers (f), and consumer × nutrient interaction (g) on species diversity. Effect sizes are Hedges’s \(d\) (see Methods) ± 95% confidence interval. A positive \(d\) indicates an increase; negative \(d\) a decrease in diversity, relative to controls. Effects are statistically significant (\(P < 0.05\)) if confidence limits do not overlap \(d \neq 0\).

**Table 1** Factorial analysis of variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>Per cent cover</th>
<th>(F)</th>
<th>(P)</th>
<th>Species diversity</th>
<th>(F)</th>
<th>(P)</th>
<th>Carbon storage</th>
<th>(F)</th>
<th>(P)</th>
<th>Nitrogen retention</th>
<th>(F)</th>
<th>(P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bald Rock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>225.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>177.6</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>132.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrients</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C × N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maasholm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrients</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C × N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The effects of consumers, nutrient enrichment, and their interaction (C × N) on per cent cover, species diversity and ecosystem functioning in the two field experiments are shown. \(F\) statistics and \(P\)-values are shown. d.f., degrees of freedom.
consumers were present, as indicated by statistical interactions between the two factors (Table 1, note that this interaction is marginal in Bald Rock, \( P = 0.068 \)). As predicted, changes in nutrient supply and consumer pressure had interactive effects on species diversity (Fig. 2b and Table 1). Furthermore, their main effects changed in sign between two sites of contrasting productivity (Fig. 2b). In Bald Rock, nutrient enrichment increased diversity and consumers decreased diversity. These effects were interactive: consumers had strong negative effects under ambient conditions, but weak effects under enriched conditions. In Maasholm, the reverse applied: nutrient enrichment decreased diversity and consumers increased diversity. Again, these effects were interactive: consumers reduced diversity under ambient conditions, but enhanced it under enriched conditions. Peak diversity was found in treatments without consumers in Bald Rock, but in treatments with consumers in Maasholm (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, in Maasholm peak diversity shifted to higher levels of nutrient enrichment when consumers were present.

Ecosystem functioning showed markedly similar responses to experimental manipulations as diversity. Rates of carbon storage and nitrogen retention increased with nutrient enrichment but decreased when consumers were present in Bald Rock (Fig. 2c, d and Table 1). In Maasholm these effects were reversed. Declining C storage and N retention in Maasholm was linked to the loss of long-lived species, such as perennial fucoid algae, which are replaced by fast-growing but short-lived annual algae and phytoplankton at higher levels of eutrophication19. The responses to enrichment in both experiments were highly nonlinear: in Maasholm little change in ecosystem functioning was seen in low and medium enrichment treatments, but marked decreases were seen under high nutrient loading (Fig. 2c, d). In Bald Rock, enrichment increased rates of C storage and N retention only from low to medium, but not from medium to high treatments (Fig. 2c, d). In both experiments, marked changes in ecosystem functioning coincided with a drop in diversity. Correlations between the treatment means of diversity and log-transformed ecosystem functioning revealed nonsignificant trends in Maasholm (C storage: \( r = 0.76, P = 0.09 \); N retention; \( r = 0.78, P = 0.08, n = 8 \)) and highly significant relationships in Bald Rock (C storage: \( r = 0.96, P = 0.01 \); N retention: \( r = 0.94, P = 0.01, n = 8 \)). Although theory suggests that this link is due to a general diversity–functioning relationship20,21, this needs to be tested empirically by experiments that manipulate species diversity and composition independently.

We used factorial meta-analysis21 to test whether these results are consistent across widely varying communities, including marine and freshwater phytoplankton, periphyton (benthic microalgae), macroalgae and salt marshes. We compiled diversity data from ten recent field experiments that manipulated consumers and nutrient supply in factorial combination (see Methods). When we pooled the data across all sites (Fig. 3, top panel), both the effects of nutrient enrichment and consumers on diversity changed from negative to positive depending on the presence of the other factor (Fig. 3; a–d).

Overall, nutrient enrichment had slight negative effects, whereas consumers had slight positive effects on diversity (Fig. 3; e, f); however, a highly significant interaction term (\( P < 0.001 \)) suggested that it is not informative to analyse these factors in isolation (Fig. 3; g). The positive term indicates a synergistic interaction: positive effects of nutrient enrichment on diversity were only realized when consumers were present and vice versa. The Q-test statistic suggested that the effect sizes were not homogenous (\( P < 0.05 \)). To remove this underlying heterogeneity we split the data set into low-productivity and high-productivity sites (Fig. 3, middle and bottom panels). The results show that strong interactive effects among consumers and nutrients remain (Fig. 3; g), but their mean effects on diversity changed from positive to negative (nutrients, Fig. 3; e) and from negative to positive (consumers, Fig. 3; f) with increasing productivity (\( P < 0.05 \)).

We conclude that multivariate models9,10 and factorial experiments from different aquatic communities show the same striking patterns: the effects of nutrient enrichment depend on consumer pressure and vice versa. Both factors have strong and opposing effects on diversity, which change in sign among low-productivity and high-productivity ecosystems. When consumers are present, peak diversity shifts towards higher levels of nutrient supply. Moreover, our data suggest that these patterns extend to important ecosystem functions such as C storage and N retention. To our knowledge, the present study is the first where the interactive effects of consumers and resources on diversity and ecosystem functioning are shown at the same time. Three ecological theories are combined, one emphasizing resources, one emphasizing food-web interactions, and one emphasizing linkages between diversity and ecosystem functioning. This empirical and theoretical synthesis may provide a unifying concept of both causes and consequences of diversity.

These results have important implications for conservation of biodiversity and environmental management because they strongly suggest the potential for synergistic interactions among the most common human impacts on ecosystems. Human alterations of the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles continue to increase nutrient supply and productivity in terrestrial, freshwater and coastal ecosystems worldwide22. At the same time, consumer pressure is altered through overharvesting of herbivore and predator populations12,13, habitat fragmentation22 and destruction23. We conclude that it is not meaningful to assess or manage these impacts in isolation. Rapid change in species composition and loss of diversity will occur when the dynamic balance of consumer and resource control is distorted, especially when consumer removals and resource enrichment occur at the same time. Our data also suggest that such changes will compromise the ability of these systems to retain the excess carbon and nitrogen that is brought upon them by human activities.

### Methods

#### Field experiments

Experiments were run from February to December 1998 at Maasholm, Baltic Sea (54° 41.3′ N, 18° 0.3′ E), and from February to December 1999 at Bald Rock, Scotian shelf, northeast Atlantic (44° 28.3′ N, 63° 34.7′ W) at 0.8–1 m depth below mean water level. These sites had very similar physical characteristics and species pools24, but represented opposite extremes in primary productivity (see inserts in Fig. 2). Both sites were colonized by perennial fucoid macroalgae, and a larger number of fast-growing annual macroalgae (for details see ref. 24). Consumers of algal biomass were gammarid amphipods, iodide isopods and littorinid snails at both sites. We followed algal colonization on replicate granite rocks, collected at the experimental sites. Rocks were randomly assigned to 32 cages (25 × 25 × 25 cm), covered with a clear 1-mm polyethylene mesh. Photon flux in the cages was reduced by less than 8% (LI-COR SA 192-A). Consumer pressure and nutrient enrichment were manipulated using a factorial 2 × 4 design with four replicates.

Consumers were excluded from closed cages but had free access to open cages, which had one side cut open. Cages werebrush-cleaned weekly and checked carefully for invading consumers. Nutrient enrichment was manipulated with diffusers filled with slow-release fertilizer25,26. We maintained four enrichment levels over the experimental period. These increased dissolved inorganic nitrogen by 0% (no), 8% (low), 38% (medium) and 150% (high) relative to background concentrations27. Species cover was assessed using a Pleioglas sampling frame with 50 randomly placed dots. Carbon and nitrogen storage in algal biomass was analysed at the end of the growing period. All biomass was scraped off, dried at 80°C for 48 h, and dry mass was determined to the nearest mg. Samples were ground to powder and analysed for carbon and nitrogen content on an automated CN analyser (Fisons Instruments, NA 1500). Statistical analyses were performed on per cent cover data collected in late summer, when the number of species peaked at our sites. Species diversity was computed from the cover data, using the Shannon Diversity Index \( H' = -\sum_{i=1}^{S} p_i \log(p_i) \), where \( p_i \) is the cover of species \( i \) divided by the total cover of \( k \) species. This index reflects species richness \( S \) (number of species), evenness \( (H/\log(S)) \) and their intercorrelations, and is considered the best measure of their joint influence28. Expressing diversity as richness, however, gave the same patterns (data not shown). The interactive effects of consumers and nutrient enrichment were analysed by factorial fixed-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). Per cent cover data were angular transformed and other data were log(x + 1)-transformed to achieve homogeneity of variances.

#### Meta-analysis

Using a new factorial meta-analysis technique we analysed ten field experiments that reported effects of consumers and nutrient supply on species diversity. Studies had to fulfil the following criteria: consumers and nutrient supply were manipulated in a well-replicated factorial design, species diversity (Shannon Index) or species density (species richness) was compared between treatments, and their intercorrelations, and is considered the best measure of their joint influence26. Statistical analyses were performed on per cent cover data collected in late summer, when the number of species peaked at our sites. Species diversity was computed from the cover data, using the Shannon Diversity Index \( H' = -\sum_{i=1}^{S} p_i \log(p_i) \), where \( p_i \) is the cover of species \( i \) divided by the total cover of \( k \) species. This index reflects species richness \( S \) (number of species), evenness \( (H/\log(S)) \) and their intercorrelations, and is considered the best measure of their joint influence28. Expressing diversity as richness, however, gave the same patterns (data not shown). The interactive effects of consumers and nutrient enrichment were analysed by factorial fixed-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). Per cent cover data were angular transformed and other data were log(x + 1)-transformed to achieve homogeneity of variances.
per sample area) were measured as dependent variable and treatment means, sample sizes and variance estimates were reported. Included were two experiments on macroalgae (this study), five experiments with periphyton in freshwater, brackish and marine ecosystems26,27, two experiments with salt marsh plants28,29, and one with lake phytoplankton30, including subtropical and temperate climates in North America and Europe. We analysed data from sampling dates when species richness reached the seasonal peak, which was usually in late spring or summer. Data were standardized using the common meta-analysis metric of standardized effect size, Hedges’s $Q$, which was usually in late spring or summer. Data were standardized using the
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